THE   DUVEEN   ROOM
loggia where one could take the air in summer weather
such as was a common practice in Venice at the time.
Below, we seethe Virgin kneeling at herprie-dim. Her
apartment is richly furnished. She has a lofty bed
decorated with cushions of elaborate embroidery and
the curtain which should hide the bed by day is pulled
back for our benefit. On a shelf at the back of the
room stand various homely things such as a candlestick,
some plates, ajar, and a flask of water.
The Virgin's window is barred and the dove, directed
by the heavenly rays, has flown in through a hole in
the wall discreetly planned for the purpose*
In the street outside the palace kneel the Angel
Gabriel and St. Emidius, the~ patron Saint of Ascoli,
the artist's native city. The Saint holds a model of
Ascoli in his hands. The Angel and the Saint are in-
visible to all except the Virgin and the life of the city
is going on, ordinarily, around them. On the left, upon
some steps, two monks are engaged in conversation
with an elegant Venetian gentleman whilst a little
child gazes thoughtfully into the street. Further back,
at the cross-roads, walks a man of learned appearance,
and beneath the archway which bridges the street a
young man shades his eyes from the heavenly light.
He alone seems to be aware that anything unusual is
occurring. Behind the archway is another street, and
here we can see several people, including a grand lady
and her confidant, and a poor woman with a pot upon
her head.
The picture is ornamented with many elaborate
accessories and a wealth of crystalline detail. From the
palace loggia hangs a rich Oriental carpet which a
peacock is eyeing anxiously. Pots of flowers adorn
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